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2. Selected Fault Updates and Improvements

1. The Community Fault Model

The Community Fault Model 5.3 is the latest in a series of continued,

incremental improvements to our understanding of fault structure in

Southern California. The model comprises more than 400 fault

objects which are organized in a selfconsistent manner with a

systemlevel hierarchy that is reflected in its naming system. The

model includes faults and fault systems that are deemed capable of

generating damaging earthquakes.

Fig. 1: Perspective view of the CFM v. 5.3. Faults are bounded at depth by the local

seismogenic thickness and appear as bands. They are colored by local strike. Small dots are

relocated hypocenters (Hauksson et al., 2012) colored by their time of occurrence.

Abstract

We present a series of enhancements to the Community

Fault Model (CFM) and the webbased tools that help to

support its use in a wide range of SCEC activities. The

CFM is one of the most established SCEC community

models, and is now accessed through a website that

enables users to search the fault database and visualize

fault representations with interactive map and 3D

views. The current model (CFM 5.3) includes 440 faults

in southern California, as well as suites of alternative

representations for faults that have uncertain

geometries.

This past year, we added several new fault

representations to the CFM defined by relocated

earthquake catalogs, machinelearning enabled

catalogs, focal mechanism, and surface geology (e.g.,

Nicholson et al., 2021; Hauksson et al., 2020; Ross et

al., 2019; Plesch et al., 2019). In addition, we enhanced

existing fault representations using these datasets, with

an emphasis on defining faults in the 2019 Ridgecrest

epicentral zone, Salton Sea, Santa Monica Bay, and the

Santa Barbara Channel. Several of these fault

representations were developed using new objective,

constraintbased interpolations method (Reisner et al.,

2017). In collaboration with SCEC IT, we also made a

series of enhancements to the webbased tools that help

support the CFM including the ability to visualize

earthquake catalogs in 2D and 3D.

We are planning to conduct a formal peerreview of the

CFM to establish the preferred fault representations that

will comprise CFM version 6.0. To facilitate this review,

we have developed a new webbased survey tool that, in

conjunction with the 3D viewer, will enable participants

to evaluate and rank CFM alternatives. We will

introduce these webbased evaluation tools and outline

the peer review process at an upcoming virtual

workshop.

4. Improvements to CFM Web Interface

Fig. 2: Updates and additions to the

CFM for version 5.3, in the area of

the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence, in the

Coso Junction area to the north, and

to southern end of the Owens Valley

Fault zone. Yellow stars highlight

these updates relative to the

Ridgecrest fault model of Plesch et al.

(2019, 2020, Fig. 2). LLFZ: China

Lake Faults, northern bounding fault,

cetrnal cross fault; Little Lake Fault

(central section) update. CJFZ: east

dipping Coso Junction Fault and

splay, complex cross faults; Rose

Valley Fault; Haiwee Fault and

connector to new southern extension

of Owens Valley fault; OWFZ:

southern extension and east dipping

Lone Pine M5.4 rupture, designated

as blind Owens Lake fault. The

Riesner et al. (2018) method was

used to construct all fault surfaces.

3. Fault Alternatives and Peer Review

The CFM includes alternative representations of many faults. Some of these alternatives reflect varying levels

of detail in the datasets used to develop the fault representations (e.g., fault traces), while others represent

fundamental difference in interpretation of the fault geometry. We have compiled a list of more than a dozen

of these fundamentally different alternative fault representations that are likely to have a major impact on

hazards (see Fig. 5). These alternatives will be peer reviewed to rank the alternatives and establish a

preferred representation for the next release of the CFM (v. 6.0). We are developing a webbased survey tool

(Fig. 6) that will work in conjunction with the CFM web viewer to facilitate this review process (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 3: Perspective view of a new,

comprehensive fault model of the

Palos Verdes fault Zone (Wolfe et al.,

2021, poster #66, this meeting). The

left view shows the fault model's main

components in perspective view from

the S. The left view shows the model

in the context of the CFM and how it

is incorporated as an alternative

representation.

Fig. 4: Perspective view of a new,

comprehensive fault model of the Pitas

Point fault and the MidChannel Fault

and detachment in the S. Barbara

Channel (Don et al., 2021, poster #76,

this meeting). The left view shows the

fault model's main components in

perspective view from the E. The left

view shows the model in the context of

the CFM and how it is incorporated as

an alternative representation.

Fig. 5: Examples of alternative representation to be offered for peer review

(clockwise from upper left): steep versus gently dipping North Frontal Thrust;

vertical vs. low angle detachments of Death Valley, Black Mt. and Panamint

Valley faults; current SAF model; "propellor" San Andreas Fault (Fuis et al.,

2012) plus Garnet Hill, Banning and S. Gorgonio Pass faults contributed by D.

Yule (Yule et al., 2003); close up of Yule alternative; SAF Garnet Hill, Banning

and S. Gorgonio Pass faults contributed by S. Carena (Carena et al., 2004);

Fig. 6: Example of online survey page being developed to facilitate peer review.

Each fault to review will have such a page where the reviewer can visualize the

alternatives and provide ranking and comments. The tool manages distribution

and will collate responses from a large number of invited reviewers.

Fig 7: The CFM viewer at https://www.scec.org/research/cfm-viewer/ was updated to add hypocenters from relocated catalogs both in map

view and in 3d view (Su et al., this meeting). The SCEC Community Model viewer at http://moho.scec.org/UCVM_web/web/viewer.php was

updated to overlay CFM faults on SCEC velocity models (Maechling et al, this meeting)
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